A proposal to develop an ASIS standard or guideline may be introduced by any individual. Such proposals are reviewed and approved by the Commission on Standards and Guidelines and are to contain a description of the need for development, title, scope summary and other information as described below:

Complete page 2 and submit to standards@asisonline.org.

Identification
-Submitter contact information and date
-State concise proposed title
-Indicate standard or guideline deliverable type

Description
-Describe scope summary in sufficient detail
-List areas covered and related areas not addressed
-Identify necessary expertise and relevant resource considerations

Stakeholders
-Identify those likely to be directly impacted

Justification
-Describe need and rationale
-Identify comparable standards, publications or practices
-List standards or practices that may be used as references
-List potentially related projects or activities in other standards bodies or groups

Attach to Initiate Draft Text (check one)
-Draft outline
-White paper
-Draft text
-Other